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Darwin’s apemen and the
exploitation of
deformed humans
Jerry Bergman
Diseased and deformed humans were exploited as
sideshow ‘freaks’ for decades to ‘prove’ Darwinism.
These displays were a major attraction of many leading circuses and shows for over a century, and likely
influenced millions of people to accept evolutionism.
One recent example was in 1974, and no doubt more
recent ones exist. Darwin, Haeckel and Wallace
discussed these examples as potential evidence for
macroevolution. Although most anthropologists and
textbook authors do not use circus ‘freaks’ to try to
prove Darwinism, a thorough search failed to reveal
even a single case where they exposed their use as
fraudulent support for Darwinism. By their silence,
they allowed the dishonesty to continue for decades.
Some medical doctors examined these putative
Darwinian missing links and verified that they were
diseased but otherwise normal humans.

From the early 1800s until today, hundreds of millions
of people the world over have visited amusement fairs and
circuses. Circuses were the leading form of commercial
entertainment for almost a century until the introduction of
motion pictures.1 A major circus attraction for decades was
side-show displays of a deformed human who was widely
advertised as ‘Darwin’s missing link’, a ‘man-monkey’,
or an ‘ape-man’ or ‘ape-woman’. Actually, these shows
were historically one of the most convincing evidences of
Darwinism for the populace at large. These circus displays
were usually deceitfully made to appear to be convincing
ape-human links, as Darwin’s theory required.
It is now known that all of these claimed ‘missing link’
cases were normal humans afflicted with various genetic
deformities or diseases which, in most cases, have now been
accurately identified by medical researchers.2 One of the
most famous circuses, Barnum and Bailey, regularly featured
displays of diseased or deformed humans that they claimed
proved Darwin’s theory of human evolution or, more often,
dishonestly led visitors to conclude they were valid scientific
evidence for Darwinism. Many of the advertisements for
these exhibits were specifically designed to satisfy the public’s curiosity about Darwin. Kunhardt et al. even state that
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Barnum’s missing link ‘was strengthened by an unwitting
Barnum ally, the English scientist Charles Darwin’.3
One of the first of many such ‘missing links’ was introduced in the early 1860s, just months after ‘the earth-shattering appearance of Darwin’s Origin of Species’.3 In what
Kunhardt et al. call one of Barnum’s all-time great human
presentations, Barnum’s ‘Man-Monkey’ was depicted on
advertising posters as ‘nothing less than the “missing link”
’.3 This ‘savage creature’, immortalized by the famous
American artists Currier and Ives, was claimed to have the
anatomy of an orangutan and the countenance of a human.
His ape anatomy was claimed to include ‘the perfect head
and skull of the Ourang-outang, while the lower part of the
face is that of the native African’.4 It was also claimed that
his ears were set back too far for a human, his teeth were
‘double nearly all around’ and as a result he could not close
his mouth entirely.5 He was, the circus claimed, examined
‘ … by some of the most scientific men we have,
and pronounced by them to be a CONNECTING
LINK BETWEEN THE WILD NATIVE AFRICAN AND THE BRUTE CREATION’ [emphasis
in original].5
This ‘great fact for Darwin’ not only looked the part,
but also was instructed to play the part as well—he was given
a long staff to hold to imply that he did not normally stand
on two legs, but rather walked like a monkey.5 Dressed in
only a loincloth, he was taught ‘jungle language’—mostly
hideous grunts—to help him act out his ape-man charade.
When given a cigar, he would grunt and grin, then eat the
cigar.6 A good actor, he convinced millions to believe that
he in fact was an ape-man. In truth, he was an African
American male dwarf named William Henry Johnson who
suffered from a brain disorder now known as microcephalicism. Then called ‘pin-head’ or ‘cone-head’ disease, microcephalics have abnormally small brains, are retarded, and
have many superficial ape-like features. Johnson’s friends
claimed that he was ‘a good-natured imbecile who enjoyed
being exhibited’.7
According to Kunhardt et al., Johnson was ‘enlisted into
a lifetime of conspiracy’ to fool the public into believing
he was Darwin’s missing link.3 Billed as ‘a man-monkey
captured while swinging from trees in an African jungle’,
he was ‘unlike other ape men’ in that he ‘was not so wild or
brutish that he had to be chained, handcuffed, or confined
behind bars’.8 He convincingly played this charade for
well over half a century—from the 1860s until his death in
1926.9 Shortly before he died from pneumonia at the age
of 81, he reportedly said to his sister, ‘Well, we fooled 'em a
long time’.9 Commonly called ‘Zip’ or ‘What is it’, he was
declared by Bradna to be ‘the greatest freak’ of all time.10
Even before Darwin published his classic work, circuses
in Barnum’s day were displaying alleged ape-men based on
the belief (much discussed by scientists) that life
‘ … might not be immutable, but subject to a
process of gradual change. It was left to Wallace and
Darwin to formulate the theory of natural selection,
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Julia Pastrana (1834–1860)

but even before the publication of the latter’s controversial Origin of Species in 1859 sufficient evidence
had accumulated to convince many scientists that
evolution occurred, although its mechanism was
then but dimly perceived.’11
Another exhibit was of a ‘deformed but talented
man-monkey Hervey Leach’ whom Barnum attempted to
pass off as ‘The Wild Man of the Prairies’.12 Barnum wrote
the following in the advertisements announcing his show at
London’s Egyptian Hall in 1846:
‘Is it an animal? Is it human? … Or is it the
long sought for link between man and the Ourangoutang, which naturalists have for years decided
does exist, but which has hitherto been undiscovered? … Its features, hands, and the upper portion
of its body are to all appearances human, the lower
part of its body, the hind legs, and haunches are
decidedly animal. It is entirely covered, except the
face and hands, with long flowing hair of various
shades. It is larger than an ordinary sized man, but
not quite so tall. … its food is chiefly nuts and fruit,
though it occasionally indulges in a meal of raw
meat; it drinks milk, water, and tea, and is partial to
wine, ale, and porter.’12
‘The Wild Man of the Prairies’ was later proven a
fraud, and Barnum even tried to deny his involvement.
Julia Pastrana: Darwin’s missing link

Probably one of the most convincing—and also the most
famous and tragic—of the Darwinian missing links was
Julia Pastrana (1834–1860). Julia had an overdeveloped
ape-like jaw pushed forward like a gorilla, a long beard
with moustache, and her entire face and body, with the exception of the palms of her hands and the soles of her feet,
was covered with thick, black, curly hair. She also had a
broad, flat nose, thick lips, large ears, and in other ways was
remarkably ape-like.13 Her flat nose and heavy brow ridges
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gave her a strong Neandertal appearance.14 These traits, plus
her thick, short neck, and her four-feet six-inch height, only
served to support her billing as a ‘semi-human … between a
human being and an Ourang-outang’, an ‘ape-woman,’ and
‘Darwin’s missing link’.15,16
In fact, she suffered from several genetic diseases,
including a form of hirsutism (hairiness) properly called
genetic hypertrichosis terminals (or polytrichosis), and
associated gingival hyperplasia, a deformity that produces
enormous abnormal hair growth and an ape-like protruding
jaw.17–19 Julia may also have had defective ovaries, and possibly a tumour or other abnormalities that caused her ovaries
to produce too many male hormones. Treatments for this
condition were unknown when she was young. Julia was
only one of at least 50 verified people who have suffered
from hirsutism, many of whom were ‘entirely covered with
long hair and who were taken to be specimens of Darwin’s
missing link’.20 Many of them worked in circuses as ‘apemen or human werewolves’.21
Julia’s defective dentition included what looked like an
irregular teeth arrangement, likely due to severe gingival hyperplasia (overdevelopment of the gum). Some even claimed
that she had a complete extra set of normal teeth. The incorrect conclusion that she had a double set of teeth resulted
from the fact that her thickened alveolar processes could be
confused with teeth.22 Charles Darwin, who ‘certainly took
an interest in her’ according to Bondeson,23 perpetuated this
misinformation. Darwin concluded that Julia
‘ … had in both the upper and lower jaw an
irregular double set of teeth, one row being placed
within the other, of which Dr. Purland took a cast.
From the redundancy of teeth her mouth projected,
and her face had a gorilla-like appearance.’24
The cause of her teeth abnormalities could have been
linked to her hirsutism, or could have been due to scurvy
from a diet lacking in vitamin C when she was young.13,25
Darwin did not state if he believed she was an evolutionary
link, but did not seem too concerned about her being ‘stuffed’
after her death like an animal and displayed to the public as
one (see below).
Julia Pastrana usually wore costumes that exposed her
legs, arms and shoulders so people could see her thick body
hair, and publicity pamphlets of the time described Julia as
‘semi-human’ and a ‘hybrid of a human male and an ape’.26,27
Pastrana and her ape-like fellow ‘freaks’ were sometimes
billed as a ‘cross between a human being and an ape’, which
gave an equally misleading impression that apes and humans
were so close that they could interbreed. This idea further
strengthened the belief that humans evolved from apes.
Reode even described her as a type of ape that was ‘extinct
ten thousand years before Adam’.28
Julia was so successful that she did not need to tour with
a circus but worked on her own. When she was on stage,
the audience voiced ‘loud gasps. One woman screamed.
Another slumped fainting in her seat.’29 Because it was not
sufficient for her to simply parade past the audience to dis117
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play her ape-like body, she put on a real talent show. Some
nations such as Germany all but prohibited ‘freak’ shows
that degraded such people. To get around this problem, she
danced, sang, and otherwise entertained her audience. After
she had danced, ‘the applause was stormy, wave upon wave
of it. Apewoman she may be, the audience seemed to be
saying, but she can dance!’30 She also sang, often in Spanish or English, and her mezzo-soprano voice was said to be
tender and sweet, emphasizing her humanity.
Drimmer claims that her success was so great that ‘today, more than a hundred years after her death, people still
know her name’.31 The famous Italian director Carlo Ponti
(1996) even produced a stage play of her life titled The Ape
Woman.32,33 In the play, originally released in Italian as La
Donna Scimmia, a man discovers a shy, sensitive girl whose
body is covered in hair, and realizes she can make him rich
on the freak-show circuit. Another play based on her life by
Shaun Prendergast told of her tragic exploitation.34 At least
one doctoral dissertation and one book were written about
her. 35,36 A film directed by Marco Ferreri was made in 1964
about her life, and another that has a budget of $40 million
directed by Taylor Hackford and starring Richard Gere as
her manager is planned. Even poetry has been penned about
her—one poem is titled ‘The litanies of Julia Pastrana’.37
Her early life is clouded with uncertainty. One of her
managers once claimed she was discovered as an infant
that had been abandoned in a remote region in Central
America.13,38 More likely, she was born to a tribe of Sierra
Madre Indians in the State of Sinaloa on the west coast of
Mexico.39,40 Pamphlets that advertised her show claimed
that her relatives
‘lived in caves, in a naked state [and that] their
features have a close resemblance to those of a …
Orang-outang … [although] they have intellect and
are endowed with speech … they have always been
looked upon by travellers as a kind of link between
the man and the brute creation.’44
This apocryphal explanation was fabricated to support the illusion that Julia was Darwin’s missing link. In fact,
she had a job working in the governor’s house until shortly
before she left for America in April of 1854.16 She actually
was ‘discovered’ by a man named Retes, who persuaded her
to come to the United States to be exhibited.
With the promise of a better life, Julia left Mexico with
Mr Retes when she was 20. She arrived in New Orleans in
October of 1854, and then headed directly for New York.
Some historical accounts also speak of how she eventually
learned how to read, and indulged herself in romantic novels—in her dream world she would become a beautiful and
adored young woman like the heroines she read about.38,41
She gave many interviews to leading journalists, and was
commonly described as good natured, gentle, affable, sociable, warm hearted, ‘intelligent and quick’, and in control of
herself—all evidence that blatantly contradicted allegations
of her ape-human status.13,42–44 She soon learned English,
travelled to Europe and was put on display in London at the
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Regent and other Galleries.47,48
Some alleged that she was an Afro-American, implying
that she was not an ape-women but a fraud. Obviously this
allegation was not good for business, so her manager had
her examined by a physician named Alexander B. Mott,
who concluded that she was indeed a woman but a ‘hybrid,
wherein the nature of a woman predominates over the
brute—the Orang-outang’.45,46 To further bolster their claims
for Julia, she also was examined by Cleveland physician S.
Brainerd. It was not uncommon in the 1800s for physicians
to be poorly trained, especially about genetic problems. The
doctor compared Julia’s hair to that of an African under a
microscope, and concluded from this ‘test’ that Julia contained ‘no trace of Negro blood’.49,47 It was also concluded
that she was part of a ‘distinct species’.
Other people were less inclined to accept the evolutionary explanation. Dr Kneeland, a comparative anatomist,
was asked to judge Julia’s place in the animal kingdom.
His opinion was ‘she was entirely human’, and was not a
Negro.48 British naturalist Francis T. Buckland concluded
that she was ‘simply hideous’, but only a deformed Mexican
Indian woman.49 Obviously, only the claims that supported
the Darwinist’s ape-woman explanation were used for publicity, and the ape-woman claims worked—she toured both the
United States and Europe for almost half a decade until she
died tragically at age 28 giving birth to her first child.
Her last manager, Theodore Lent, when he learned that
his star was going to leave him for another manager as had
happened in the past, convinced her that he loved her, and
they soon married.50 She eventually became pregnant, and it
is said when she saw that her child had many of her ape-like
traits, she was so distraught that she died (on 25 March 1860,
only five days after his birth).13,51 The official account states
that she died in Moscow, Russia, of complications following
childbirth. Her last words reportedly were ‘I die happy; I
know I have been loved for myself’.52 The death was listed
as due to metro-peritonitis puerperalis.53
Any doubts about her husband’s true motives were dispelled when he allowed her body and that of their son (who
lived only 36 hours) to be embalmed by a Professor Sukaloff
in Moscow. Lent then displayed them for anyone willing
to pay the price of admission (which was not cheap). The
embalming was carried out at Moscow’s Anatomical Institute
where the Professor achieved excellent results.
Lent soon also found another ‘ape-woman’ wife named
‘Zenora’, and within a few years became a wealthy man
from his ape-women exhibitions. In 1884 he went insane,
was committed to a Russian insane asylum, and soon thereafter died. After his death, the exhibition of the embalmed
Julia and her son continued in Europe for decades. Their
mummies were finally returned to America briefly in 1972
on their final tour. They then recrossed the Atlantic, and are
now believed to be in the Institute of Forensic Medicine in
Norway.54,55 Some people want their bodies buried in Julia’s
homeland, Mexico, and others want them to be preserved so
they can be studied by science.
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Krao: the perfect missing link
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Another Darwinian ‘missing link’, a girl named Krao
Farini (1876–1926), was first exhibited in Europe in the
early 1880s when she was only about six or seven years
old, and soon was exhibited in the United States. Krao, a
native of southeast Asia, was said to be Siamese and was
covered with thick, black hair. She lacked nose cartilage,
and had cheek pouches that she could project forward almost to the same degree as a chimp, all of which made her
look very ape-like.56 First, she was called an ‘ape-child’,
then as she grew an ‘ape-girl’, and last an ‘ape-woman’.57
Gould and Pile describe Krao’s face as the ‘prognathic
type, and this, with her extraordinary prehensile powers
of feet and lips, gave her the title of “Darwin’s missing
link”’.58 To better convince the public of her ape-human
status she was ‘fraudulently presented as having pouches in
her mouth, prehensile toes, cartilage in her nose, and other
simian features’.59
As a young girl she was photographed in a jungle setting
in poses that deliberately reinforced the public perception of
her as an ape-human hybrid.60 She even was claimed to be
part of a whole race of ‘ape-people’ but the ‘king’ of Laos
would allow only Krao permission to leave Laos.61 In fact,
she was a ‘typical Siamese’ suffering from a ‘pathological
condition’.65 The deception worked: the ‘hairy girl from
Thailand’ was ‘a Ringling Brothers star for years’.62 The
exhibit, displayed first by a well-known London showman
named Farini, was described as follows:
‘It was the heyday of the controversy over
Charles Darwin’s theory that man was descended
from ape-like creatures (Darwin never said that
man was descended from apes themselves) and
his followers were constantly hoping to turn up a
creature intermediate between man and the apes.
To some, Krao appeared to be just what they were
looking for.’63
To support the circus’ claims, a corresponding member
of the Institution Ethnographique named Mr Kaulitz-Jarlow did
a ‘scientific’ study of Krao when she was about six years old.
He described her as particularly ape-like, having thick, jet-black
smooth hair that covered her head and formed a virtual mane on
her neck. He then ‘went on to point out in detail how closely her
facial structure resembled that of the gorilla’.64 This ‘ape-like’
status and ‘missing-link’ conclusion was a ‘widely entertained’,
but ‘mistaken view’ that Hutchinson claimed ‘the newspapers
helped to spread’.65
The expert further concluded that, although of a normal intelligence, fluent in several languages, well-read, and of cheerful
disposition, if she was annoyed ‘her wild nature at once comes
to the fore; she throws herself on the ground, screams, kicks, and
gives vent to her anger by pulling her hair in a very particular
way’.66 She even was displayed in some of the leading academic
institutions of her day as a Darwinian ‘missing link’.65 Krao
was a star of the Ringling Brothers, Barnum and Bailey Circus
until she died on 16 April 1926 at the age of 49.

Krao Farini (1876–1926) was frequently photographed in ‘ape-like’
positions that reinforced the idea that she was a missing-link.

Kroa’s supposed ‘ape-like characteristics’ were probably
due to hirsutism, and she likely suffered from the same or
similar deformities as had Julia Pastrana. Possibly, as with
Julia, she had a vitamin C deficiency as a child that may
have produced some of her ape-like features (such as her
protruding lips).
Other Darwinian missing links

Other so-called missing links include Lionel the lionfaced man born in Poland in 1890 to normal parents. He
was a featured attraction in Barnum and Bailey Circus for
years. A female ‘missing-link’ named Grace Gilbert (billed
as ‘the woolly child’) and another women called the ‘female
Esau’ (born in Michigan in 1880) both toured for years. Yet
another example was Jo-Jo, the dog-faced boy who was
born in Russia as Fedor Jeftichew. He was described in
advertisements as a ‘savage’ that could not be civilized. In
fact, he was very civilized and spoke Russian, German, and
English. One of the best examples of a Darwinian missing
link was Percilla Bejano ‘the monkey girl’, also a victim
of hirsutism. She was displayed from age 3 in shows, and
died in her sleep on 5 February 2001 at age 89.67 She often
appeared on stage with a trained chimpanzee to emphasize
her missing-link status.
Another example, Priscilla ‘the monkey girl’ (who
looked a lot like Julia Pastrana), also called the ‘Gorilla Girl’
and ‘the Goddess of terror’, toured as recently as 1974 in
Maumee, Ohio, under a sign that asked ‘was Darwin right?
Did man evolve from Ape?’68 The show claimed that she
was ‘inspected by many, many specialists, and they all claim’
that certain of her features are those ‘of a monkey’.69
119
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The influence of circus ape-men
on the common people

120

The influence of circus ape-men on racism

Bearded ladies and ape-looking people were known
long before Darwin published his Origin of the Species,
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An important myth that resulted from Darwinism was
that there must exist somewhere in the present or past
creatures that were intermediate between humanoids and
anthropoids. Related to this idea is that of devolution i.e.
that our children or our children’s children may revert to the
subhuman creatures that we were at one time in the past.70
Both of the ideas were exploited by circuses.
How many millions of people saw these various ‘ape-human’ exhibits, and as a result became convinced that Darwinism
was true, is not known. It is known that they ‘made a lasting
impression’ on some people.71 That most all of these ape-human
deformities were due to recognizable medical defects, often
genetic, was well recognized even in the 1800s.28
These exhibits were not only blatantly dehumanizing,
but the exhibitors in virtually all cases deceptively pawned
them off to the public either as proof of Darwin’s theory of
evolution, or occasionally as evolutionary throwbacks called
atavisms. In the words of Odell, ‘the world was gradually
preparing for Darwin and checking him up in terms of Barnum’.72 These ape-human exhibits were no doubt highly
impressive, and very convincing, to the untrained audiences
who viewed them. Otherwise, why would millions flock to
see them for a price that was not cheap in its day?
In most cases, the circuses and exhibitors were not motivated primarily to prove evolution to the public. In fact,
in many (if not most) cases, they knew that their exhibits
actually consisted of diseased or deformed humans. In almost all cases, the primary motive no doubt was financial.
Nonetheless, the end result was to help convince the common
people of the truth of Darwinism, and was one more factor
that was influential in causing the rapid conversion of large
segments of the population to Darwinian evolution.
Even some trained anthropologists and biologists were
fooled. Milner, in a study of this period, concluded that ‘early
evolutionists thought … Julia Pastrana was a “throwback”
to an ape-like stage of humanity’.73 Although most anthropologists and textbook authors did not use these examples
as proof of Darwinism, Darwin, Haeckel and Wallace all
discussed these examples as evidence for macroevolution.
One ‘standard anthropological text’, The Living Races of
Mankind,74 contained a photograph of Julia Pastrana that
has been used in some American racist publications, which
claimed she was a hybrid ‘between a black person and an
ape’.75 Darwin even described Julia Pastrana’s appearance
as ‘gorilla-like’ and as evidence of the great extent of genetic
variation found in humans that would allow natural selection
to select from.76 Of course, we now know that this uniqueness was not due to normal ‘genetic variation’, but instead
was as a result of a rare disease.
Haeckel described Miss Pastrana as an ape-like human
that represented ‘a higher stage of development’ than ‘the
long-nosed apes’.77 Topping claimed that the Chinese, for
years, ‘thought these hairy people were a reversion to an

ancestral prototype such as the ape-men’.78 I was unable
to find a single case where evolutionists openly exposed
these cases in print as fraudulent, and therefore as invalid
support for Darwinism, even though some medical doctors
examined these ‘missing links’ and verified that they were
merely diseased normal humans.
Some scientists did examine individual claims, and one
such study by English anthropologist professor Keane concluded that Krao was clearly of the species Homo sapiens.60,79
Rothfels notes that as a whole the
‘ … scientific community and the “educated”
tended to frown on claims by the exhibitors of “savages” and “ape-men” that the freaks were in fact the
much-theorized missing links. … Despite educated
skepticism, however, the popular and scientific
interest in “missing links” rarely abated’ (emphasis
in original).80
By their silence, they allowed the dishonesty and
outright frauds to continue for decades. Some scientists even
lent their prestige and authority to the ‘missing link’ fraud.
‘Showmen asked scientists to authenticate the
origin and credibility, and the scientists’ commentary
appeared in newspapers and publicity pamphlets.
Some exhibits were presented to scientific societies
for discussion and speculation. Showmen played
up the science affiliation. They used the word
“museum” in the title of many freak shows and
referred to freak show lecturers as “professor” or
“doctor”. Linking freak exhibits with science made
the attractions more interesting, more believable,
and less frivolous to Puritanical anti-entertainment
sentiments.’81

Three generations of the Mandalay family suffered from what could
have been Congenital hypertrichosis universalis (human werewolf
syndrome).
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and also were used as evidence of macroevolution prior to
Darwin. Biological evolution ideas extend far back in history. As far back as the middle 1700s Voltaire even claimed
that ‘the white man is to the Black as the Black is to the
monkey’.82 Others had claimed that the ‘Negroes were a
result of cross breeding between humans and Simians’.
Racist ideas existed before Darwin, but things changed
drastically after his works were published:
‘Such racist mythology did not play a determining role in the perception of non-Europeans
by Europeans until the triumph of the theory of
organic evolution in Darwin’s Ascent [sic] of the
Species (1859) and its extension by analogy into
early developmental anthropology. … Almost all
his early readers took him to be saying that beyond
Homo sapiens organic evolution is neither possible
nor desirable—and the struggle to survive, therefore,
though it does not cease at that point, moves from
the biological to the social or cultural plane. This
second “ascent of man”, the new anthropology
taught, has raised men from ‘primitivism’ or “savagery” to “civilization”, from a culture without the
alphabet or the wheel to one with a printing press
and an advanced technology, from, in short, the
“nasty, brutish and short” life eked out in most of
the world to the kind enjoyed in Europe—and after
a while, the United States.’83
The racism in Darwinism, Fiedler argues, was also
important in influencing, for example, the rise of racist ideas
and movements such as the Klu Klux Klan. Furthermore,
in the popular mind at least, convincing many people of the
reality of evolution also had many unintended racist side
effects that no doubt helped to legitimize movements such
as the Klu Klux Klan. An example can be found in the film
titled the The Birth of a Nation, when a white father says to a
Harvard-educated ‘mulatto’ who had asked for his daughter’s
hand in marriage:
‘I happen to know the important fact that a
man or woman of Negro ancestry, though a century removed, will suddenly breed back to a pure
Negro child, thick-lipped, kinky-headed, flat-nosed,
black-skinned. One drop of your blood in my family could push it backward three thousand years in
history’.84
The effect of attempts to pass off diseased and genetically deformed persons as Darwin’s missing link also
had negative, if not tragic, effects on the victims themselves.
Instead of helping them to deal with their problems, it no
doubt perpetuated them, producing the derogatory label
‘freak’ that made it even more difficult for them to establish
reasonable normal relationships with other people.29,55 Most
of ‘Darwin’s Ape-Men’ suffered from congenital hypertrichosis lanuginosa (long non-pigmented hair over the entire
body), congenital hypertrichosis terminalis (long pigmented
hair over the entire body), and/or gingival hyperplasia.
The realization that these people were not missing links
TJ 16(3) 2002

but medically or genetically diseased, plus the compassion of those who learned of their plight, contributed to
the legislation and local sentiment that opposed displaying
these people in side shows as was done previously. Various
churches and church leaders have protested the display of
Julia Pastrana many times during the last century because
they viewed such not only as sordid, but also as degrading to
humanity.85 No doubt if someone attempted a similar show
today, public outrage would rapidly shut the show down as
racist and fraudulent. Unfortunately, the harm is now done,
and cannot easily be undone.
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